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Abstract: While many life-critical reactions would be infea-
sibly slow without metal cofactors, a detailed understanding of
how protein structure can influence catalytic activity remains
elusive. Using de novo designed three-stranded coiled coils
(TRI and Grand peptides formed using a heptad repeat
approach), we examine how the insertion of a three residue
discontinuity, known as a stammer insert, directly adjacent to
a (His)3 metal binding site alters catalytic activity. The stammer,
which locally alters the twist of the helix, significantly increases
copper-catalyzed nitrite reductase activity (CuNiR). In con-
trast, the well-established zinc-catalyzed carbonic anhydrase
activity (p-nitrophenyl acetate, pNPA) is effectively ablated.
This study illustrates how the perturbation of the protein
sequence using non-coordinating and non-acid base residues in
the helical core can perturb metalloenzyme activity through the
simple expedient of modifying the helical pitch adjacent to the
catalytic center.

Metalloenzymes are workhorses in cells, catalyzing essen-
tial redox and non-redox transformations.[1] For this reason,
significant attention has been focused on elucidating how the
type of metal, its first coordination sphere structure, and the
surrounding protein environment control catalytic activity.[2]

Most of these studies have focused on characterizing specific
metal ligands or identifying nearby residues that may serve as
acid/base catalysts. Remarkably few studies directly perturb
the protein structure in a designed fashion while leaving these
important first and second coordination sphere residues
unaltered. This is, in part, a consequence of the fact that
native metalloenzyme centers often reside in highly evolved
scaffolds where it is difficult to tease out the impact of specific
changes due to the evolutionary baggage that accompanies
native proteins. Thus, one can best probe fundamental
questions pertaining to the influence of protein structure on
metal-based catalysis in simplified protein constructs devel-
oped through protein design.[3]

a-Helical systems are ubiquitous throughout biology and
have served as one of the favorite templates to build de novo
designed systems.[4] Metal sites occur naturally in helical
bundles and can be designed into simplified versions such as

designed coiled coils.[5] A key feature of de novo protein
design is the development of protein models that share
a similar metal environment in a very dissimilar scaffold than
is seen in the native enzyme. The ability to recapitulate the
mechanistic requirements of enzymatic activity, therefore, is
a thorough test of our understanding of these enzymes.[6] Our
lab has a long-standing history of investigating the metal
binding properties of three-fold symmetric metal-binding
sites within three-stranded coiled coils (3SCC).[7] These units
are formed when sequences of 30 (TRI) or 37 (Grand, GR)
amino acid long peptides containing heptad repeats assemble
into parallel 3SCCs (Table 1). We first described a de novo
designed carbonic anhydrase (CA) model, in which we
replaced a core leucine side chain with histidine at the 23rd

position of our TRI scaffold—TRIW-H.[8] Not only did this
scaffold allow the recapitulation of the Zn(His)3(H2O) first
coordination sphere of the native enzyme (which has
a markedly different fold around the metal) but it was also
able to catalyze the hydration of CO2 and the hydrolysis of
esters such as p-nitrophenylacetate (pNPA). Even though CA
is one of the fastest known enzymes, the simple Zn(TRIW-H)3

reached efficiencies for both hydration and esterase activities
that were within a few hundred-fold of the fastest Human
CAs. Not only did Zn(TRIW-H)3 show remarkably similar
metal binding site geometry and rates to CAs, it significantly
outperformed small molecule models in aqueous environ-
ments.

Given the high hydrolysis rates afforded by Zn(TRIW-
H)3, and the idea that enzyme active sites are optimized for
specific reactions, it came as a surprise that substituting the
Zn with Cu allowed us to report the best non-electrode
catalyzed nitrite reductase activity in aqueous solution.[9]

Copper nitrite reductase (CuNiR) catalyzes the reduction of
nitrite to nitric oxide. This enzyme possesses two copper sites:
A Type 1 Cu electron transfer site and a Type 2 catalytic
copper center (T2Cu). The T2Cu site is structurally similar to
that of the Zn site from CA, with the Cu coordinated to
a (His)3(OH2) environment.[10] It is remarkable that this de
novo designed protein can catalyze both the hydrolytic
carbonic anhydrase activity using zinc as well as the redox
conversion of nitrite to nitric oxide using copper, with no
other modification than metal substitution. We have thus
been exploring structural and functional models of the T2Cu
center from CuNiR in our TRI scaffolds.[7, 9]

It is clear from these studies that the first coordination
sphere of the metal is critical for efficient catalysis, but one
might conclude that incorporation of the metal into a coiled
coil rather than a markedly different secondary structure was
less important. For this reason, we investigated the role of
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amino acid substitutions both to the exterior[11] and interior[12]

of the metal binding site in CuNiR activity in TRIW-H
system. These studies illustrated that a two order of magni-
tude range in activity could be obtained through outer sphere
modifications. Additionally, modifications to the interior
residues demonstrated that changes to the hydrophobic
packing above or below the T2Cu site modulates the NiR
activity. These previous studies, as well as numerous structur-
ally focused works on non-catalytic metal sites in 3SCC
scaffolds[13] have demonstrated that modification of the
packing around the metal binding site can alter the metal
binding geometries as well as solvent (and substrate) acces-
sibility.[14] Therefore, we sought new strategies to include in
our de novo designs to change the packing around our
catalytically active sites.

Discontinuities in the heptad repeats of a-helical coiled
coils modify the layer packing or helical pitch in the core.[15]

These discontinuities can be either insertions of three (or
deletions of four) or insertions of four residues (or deletions
of three), named stutters and stammers, respectively.[16]

Stutters, stammers and other discontinuities are well estab-
lished in coiled coils associated with filamentous and cytos-
keletal proteins and other systems where they serve to
influence the aggregation state of protein assemblies.[16c] We
have commented how such inserts may be important struc-
tural determinants at putative metal binding regions within
3SCC proteins such as the ORF1p of the LINE-1 Human
Retrotransposon.[13b,17] A traditional a-helix requires 7 resi-
dues over approximately 2 turns—at 100 degrees each per
residue, the helix is 20 degrees short of completing the full
two turns, so the 3SCC adopts a supercoil. A stammer insert
places an additional three residues in the heptad forming an
additional hydrophobic contact layer in the 3SCC interior
abcdb’c’d’efg pattern. This insert forces the a-helices to
overwind an extra turn (10 residues over 3 turns) into
a local 310-helix and thus the 3SCC bundle must supercoil
even tighter. The insertion of three residues therefore changes
the overall topology of the 3SCC bundle, the spacing between
the Leu layers above and below the stammer insertion, and
the residue packing both on the interior and exterior of the
three-helix bundle. Because we have shown previously that
these structural features play a significant role in metal

binding and catalytic properties of our scaffolds,[13b, 18] we
hypothesized that metal binding sites in TRI scaffolds that
contain nearby stammer insertions could enhance catalysis.

Our hypothesis was that the geometry changes upon
stammer inclusion would alter substrate and solvent access to
the active site, thereby changing the overall rates of our zinc-
catalyzed ester hydrolysis and copper-catalyzed nitrite reduc-
tase activities. We designed a TRI scaffold incorporating
a stammer insert immediately adjacent to the (His)3 metal
binding site, GRW27stamAELL33H. This design places the
stammer discontinuity as close to the metal binding site as
possible—and thus we expected to observe maximal impact
on steric packing and disruption to the metal binding
properties and catalysis. To ensure stability, we added the
stammer insert to our larger 3SCC GR scaffold, which
includes an additional heptad compared to TRI (Table 1).
Using the X-ray crystal structures of the 3SCC structure of
GrandCoilSer (GRCS)L30H,[13b] a crystallographic analogue
of GRW-H, and that of the stammer region of the 3SCC
domain of ORF1p,[17] we created a model of our
GRW27stamAELL33H peptide. The GAFF[20] with Antecham-
ber[21] geometry minimized structure is shown in Figure 1. The
model illustrates how the stammer causes a distortion of the
helices in proximity to the stammer; overlays of the parent
sequence with the model are shown in the SI (Figure S1). The
glutamate of the stammer (AEL) points away from the helical
core, salt bridging with an interstrand Lys residue and is not
able to interact with the copper site or copper binding ligands
directly. CD spectra and guanidinium unfolding experiments
of the purified GRW27stamAELL33H showed the double well
spectra characteristic of well folded and stable a-helical
structure (Figure S2).

The metal binding affinities of GRW27stamAELL33H for CuI,
CuII and ZnII were determined using competitive titration
with bathocuproine sulfonate (BCS), tryptophan quenching,
and competition with zincon, respectively (Table 1 and Fig-
ure S3). Each of these metals bind to GRW27stamAELL33H with
sub-micromolar apparent Kd values at the pH�s of the
catalytic assays, indicating that the peptides are fully meta-
lated under the conditions of the catalytic assays and other
experiments.

Table 1: Sequences and apparent dissociation constants of peptides discussed in this work.

Peptide[a] Sequence Kd,app [m]
ZnII CuI CuII

abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg
TRIW G WKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK G N/A[b] N/A N/A
TRIW-H G WKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK HKALEEK G (6.0�0.1) � 10�10[c] (3.1�0.7) � 10�9[d] (4.0�0.8) � 108[d]

TRIW-HL19A G WKALEEK LKALEEK LKAAEEK HKALEEK G N.D.[e] (2.3�0.7) � 10�12[f ] (1.3�0.2) � 105[f ]

abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg
GRW G WKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK G N/A N/A N/A
GRW-H G WKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK HKALEEK G N.D. N.D. N.D.

abcdefg abcdefg abcdefg abcdb’c’d’efg abcdefg
GRW27stamAELL33H G WKALEEK LKALEEK LKALEEK LKALA E L EEK HKALEEK G (4.2�0.1) � 10�9[g] (15�3) � 10�8[g] (7.5�0.4) � 10�7[g]

[a] C-termini amidated and N-termini acylated. [b] N/A= No metal binding site. [c] Taken from Ref. [8]. [d] Taken from Ref. [9]. [e] N.D.= not
determined. [f ] Taken from Ref. [19]. [g] This work.
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The CuNiR activity (as pseudo-first order rate constants)
of GRW27stamAELL33H and GRW-H were measured according
to established procedures at pH 5.8 and these rates are shown
in Figure 2 and Table 2 in comparison with NiR rates we have
previously obtained using our TRIW scaffold. The addition of
the extra heptad to GRW-H from TRIW-H showed approx-
imately a six-fold increased NiR rate (4.7 � 10�4 s�1 for TRIW-
H vs. 2.8 � 10�3 s�1). The addition of the stammer insert
showed an even higher enhancement to the NiR rate with
approximately 4-fold increase over GRW-H (1.1 � 10�2 s�1)
which is also within 3-fold of our highest rate using only
natural amino acids in TRIW-HL19A (Figure 2). This peptide
had a second sphere mutation within the interior of the 3SCC,

allowing for increased solvent and substrate access adjacent
to the His3 site with no change to the helical pitch.

As we observed enhancement of the CuNiR activity, we
hypothesized that we might observe a similar enhancement to
zinc-catalyzed pNPA hydrolysis and determined the esterase
activity of both the longer scaffold GRW-H and the stammer
GRW27stamAELL33H at pH 9.5. As with the CuNiR activity, we
observed a significant increase (� 2.3 �) in the rate of pNPA
hydrolysis with the elongated scaffold over the parent TRIW-
H. However, we measured a significantly reduced rate (nearly
15-fold) for the 3SCC with the stammer insert compared to
GRW-H (Table 2); this activity is nearly completely ablated,
with esterase activity close to background levels. That we saw
an increase in the rate with the elongated scaffold, but
a decrease with the addition of the stammer indicates that this
decrease in rate is entirely due to the inclusion of the stammer
insert and not changes to the overall helical stability by
addition of the extra heptad. Thus, the addition of the
stammer insert inhibits pNPA activity while enhancing
CuNiR activity.

To characterize the structural differences between these
metal binding sites further, we collected X-ray absorption
spectroscopic (XAS) data for GRW27stamAELL33H to compare
to those we have previously described for our TRI constructs
(Table 3 and S1 and Figure S4). These data were processed
and fit to models to determine the best fitting coordination
mode for each of the metals at the pH of the respective
activity assay. It is important to note that numerous models fit
the EXAFS data satisfactorily as demonstrated in the SI. In
all cases, the metals are coordinated with 2–3 of the histidine
residues at typical M-N distances. As with our earlier analysis
on TRIW-H mutants, we observe an increase in the best fit
coordination number upon Cu oxidation in the more open
helical interface of GRW27stamAELL33H. That is, by including
the stammer insert above the metal binding site, we have
reduced the steric packing above the copper, permitting CuI

to adopt a more linear geometry. This observation is
significant as it suggests that this more open complex could
allow for better substrate access. The CuI pre-edge feature,
whose intensity is dependent on coordination number, of
GRW27stamAELL33H has similar intensity to TRIW-HL19A

Figure 1. Model of GRW27stamAELL33H. The position of the stammer
relative to the metal site (Left) and looking from the N-termini of the
3SCC (Right). The model was created by inserting the stammer
(residues 91–93) of ORF1p CCD (6FIA[17]) into the 5KB0[13b] structure
of GRCSL16C30H to create a chimeric structural model (complete
details including colored representations are provided in the SI). The
sidechains of Ala27 and Glu28 of the stammer and the zinc-coordinat-
ing His33 are shown as shaded sticks.

Figure 2. Pseudo-first order rate constants for Cu-catalyzed NiR activity
at pH 5.8 for the original construct TRIW-H (white),[9] previously
described modifications to the exterior (light grey)[11] and interior (dark
grey)[12] compared to those determined for GRW-H and
GRW27stamAELL33H (black).

Table 2: Pseudo-first order rate constants for zinc-catalyzed pNPA
hydrolysis at pH 9.5 and Cu-catalyzed NiR activity at pH 5.8.

Construct CuNiR
(� 10�4 s�1)

pNPA rate
(� 10�4 s�1)

TRIW-H 4.7 22
GRW-H 28 52
GRW27stamAELL33H 112 3.5

Table 3: GRW27stamAELL33H EXAFS fitting parameters.

Metal pH Model M�O
R [�]

M�O
s2 � 10�3 [�2]

M�N
R [�]

M�N
s2 � 10�3 [�2]

CuI 5.8 CuHis2 1.89 7.3
CuII 5.8 CuHis2O 1.91 1.5 1.95 7.4
ZnII 9.5 ZnHis3O 1.99 3.2 1.98 10.6
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which we proposed to have reduced steric packing (L19A
mutation is less sterically demanding, opening space for
solvent or substrate above the copper) and has been assigned
as two-coordinate (Figure 3). The GRW27stamAELL33H simi-
larly altered steric packing. We propose this effect to be the
result of changes to the pitch and packing of residues around
the copper binding site due to the stammer insert distorting
that local geometry (Figure 1 and S1). We have previously
shown that higher NiR rates also show a slight increase in the
peak energy of this feature, and again this trend is preserved,
with the GRW27stamAELL33H showing both a higher intensity
(more indicative of a two coordinate species) as well as a shift
to higher energy compared to TRIW-H and in agreement with
TRIW-H L19A.

The results from XAS suggest that the insertion of the
stammer in the 3SCC above the (His)3 metal binding site has
altered the structure of the packing around the (His)3 site.
This is consistent with previous studies showing that a-helix
discontinuities such as stammer inserts alter the packing of a-
helices.[16c] Thus, we observed a lower coordination number
with the GRW27stamAELL33H permitting the CuI to adopt the
preferred linear geometry. The CuII XAS data demonstrate
that coordination geometry from the protein is likely
preserved with the increase in coordination number due to
binding of water to the metal upon oxidation. EPR collected
for CuII-bound GRW27stamAELL33H provides additional evi-
dence to support the Cu geometry of GRW27stamAELL33H,
which is similar to that of other 3SCC CuNiR catalysts we
have reported with g-tensor and parallel hyperfine coupling
constant values matching those of CuIITRIW-H (Table S2 and
Figure S5). Finally, the ZnII XAS show stereotypical four-
coordinate His3O with the imidazole nitrogens and oxygen
bound at � 2 �. Taken together, these XAS data show that
the metals are bound in typical coordination geometries in
GRW27stamAELL33H and suggest that the enhancement of the
CuNiR rate is due to secondary coordination sphere effects,
while zinc is bound with the correct geometry to perform
pNPA esterase activity, but no trend in this data suggests
a reason for the decreased activity. At this point, it is worth

considering why we see a marked increase in activity for the
Cu system while a significant decrease in esterase behavior is
observed for Zn. For the redox active copper, it appears that
the CuII structure is retained; however, in the reduced form,
the increased twisting afforded by the stammer appears to
shift the structural preference more toward a 2-coordinate
system that has been associated previously with higher
catalytic activity. In this case, the over-winding appears to
alter the reduced state geometry sufficiently to enhance
reactivity and, since nitrite is a relatively small substrate, the
tighter rotation does not block substrate access. In contrast,
the ZnII coordination pseudo tetrahedral geometry appears to
be retained. This suggests that the over-rotation of the helices
either discriminates against an intermediate of higher coor-
dination number, blocks access of the sterically bulkier pNPA
molecule to the ZnII, or a combination of these two factors.
We can conclude that the simple insertion of three amino
acids to our generic sequence can influence either first or
second coordination sphere properties that may enhance or
ablate catalytic activities. Future work will investigate the
parameters and effects of stammer and stutter inserts and
deletions on reactivity for development towards improved de
novo designed 3SCC catalysts.
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